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Synchronicity

“The occurrence of a meaningful coincidence in time can 
take three forms:

a) The coincidence of a certain psychic content with a 
corresponding objective process which is perceived to take 

place simultaneously.
b) The coincidence of a subjective psychic state with a 

phantasm (dream or vision) which later turns out to be a 
more or less faithful reflection of a "synchronistic," 

objective event that took place more or less 
simultaneously, but at a distance.

c) The same, except that the event perceived takes place in 
the future and is represented in the present only by a 

phantasm that corresponds to it.”
— Carl Jung, Synchronicity: An Acausal Connecting Principle (1960)

Based the word

Synchrony
“Simultaneous action, development, or occurrence



Bring your hands in front of you,

Closer and closer,

Focus, focus,

See a world of made belief.
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COME TOGETHER



You are as you see yourself,

The physical has little to do with it,

If you do not see clearly,

We are light, we are love,

Focus.
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MIRROR OF THE SELF



Be open,

Come out of the shell,

Of which you have built,

Meet another, your self.
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BRIDGE THE GAP



More lies beneath the surface,

As you get deeper,

Colours show themselves,

What pallet will the two of you find 
yourselves with?
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THESEUS AND PIRITHOUS



Pieces come together,

Will they fit?

or be something forced?

Either way, one thing is for sure,

A new map, a new territory.
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ENTER TARTARUS



If they fit,

They may show you the old map wasn’t 
enough,

That you’ve become trapped, boarded in,

That you can be more,

A being of light.
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BEING OF LIGHT



If they are forced,

Space is created, between the far flung ideas,

Room for dust to settle and ignorance to 
built,

Opening twisting catacombs for the beasts of 
the night.
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DO NOT SPEAKETH HIS NAME



In silent nothing you lie,

Darkness is all you claim to know,

In your coffin you lay motionless,

Yet the light beckons right in front of your 
face.
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LIGHT IN DARKNESS



A lot can change, 

When the light is turned on,

You can navigate your surroundings,

When the light is let in,

The light doesn’t seem so bright.
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COLOUR IN LIGHT



One big show, one big game,

Perhaps you chose to play an NPC,

Perhaps you didn’t read the manual,

Control is in your hands,

Don't “er” now.
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GRAB CONTROL



Its all a game, all coded,

If you know the commands you can change 
the world,

Know what they are for you,

Sit and listen in your own light,

Staring into your own darkness.

Learn the commands.
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COMMAND



The veil is getting thinner,

A crossover is possible,

From inner to outer,

From outer to inner,

If only you would notice,

Synchronistic Events happen all too smoothly.
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MAKE A SPLASH



You may run but,

The only place for you to hide,

Within the room of you’re own senses.

This is how one finds their core,

Only you know what you sense,

Have you labeled them accordingly?
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SELF-INQUIRE



Thank you for reading
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